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Heuristic Search for an Unknown Nuclear Source 
 

 
 

Abstract — For searching for nuclear sources, in order to quickly search the unknown source in a short time, a heuristic search 
algorithm for line scan is designed in this paper. In the case of real-time input data, the complexity of Line Scan Algorithm (LSA) is 

).(no The simulation results indicate a fairly high success-rate of the proposed scheme. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

      For searching the nuclear source, Many scholars study 
this issue, provided a lot of statistical information. In 1995, 
Wacholder E, Elias E, Merlis Y.[1] established an 
optimization artificial neural networks model, which is 
developed for solving the ill-posed inverse transport problem 
associated with localizing radioactive sources in a medium 
with known properties and dimensions.In 2000,Alpay M E, 
Shor M H.[2] studied the problem of using point sensor 
measurements to locate a point source in a class of 
distributed systems described by partial differential equations 
(PDEs). In 2007,Ristic B, et al[3] published an article, in 
which the detection/estimation part of the radioactive 
material of unknown intensity of radiation is solved in the 
Bayesian framework using a particle filter. In 2009, Vilim R, 
Klann R.[4]published a paper, in which described the 
advanced algorithms that were developed and implemented 
for source detection, localization, and tracking in real time. 
In 2010,Hamideen M S[5] investigate methods of radioactive 
point source localization within an object, useful  
mathematical non-linear equations are derived and solved by 
MATHEMATICA-based program to identify activity 
position in multidimensions.  Currently,  Most of the 
researches are based on quantitative real search and 
protection measures, as well as to improve the sensitivity of 
nuclear detection instruments or from the nature of nuclear 
physics,but the problems of searching the nuclear sources are 
rarely involved, Therefore, it is a new direction to search the 
radioactive source from the mathematical algorithm design. 
      During design the search algorithm, the complexity of 
the algorithm is the key problem to be considered.If the real 
problem is the NP-hard problem or very large scale problem, 

the heuristic search algorithm is often used.The heuristic 
algorithm can find the approximate solution or local optimal 
solution in a reasonable time.Due to the uncertainty of the 
search target, especially in the large area,Focus on heuristic 
search algorithm for radioactive sources. 
      When the grid is divided in the search area, Only need to 
search and compare the value of the  grid one by one. The 
Maximum valuewe can be found by this way. The 
complexity of the algorithm is )( 2no ,So , it is hoped that 

algorithm complexity designed is not more than )( 2no . 

When the search area is very large, the complexit of heuristic 
search algorithm is not more than )(no  is needed to consider. 

II. SEARCH NUCLEAR SOURCES 

     When searching the nuclear sources in the search area, 
usually select the maximum point to determine whether the 
source,Next, we discuss the radiation source search strategy 
in the barrier free region. In this article,search the nuclear 
sources by searching for the maximum value of mesh 
divided. 

III. DATA COLLECTION 

      The rectangular area of containing the radiation source 
is divided into grid, and the corresponding grid node data is 
collected. Consider horizontal rectangular area with point 
source pollution }0,0|),{( byaxyx  .In the 

X axis, range ],0[ a , insert the 1n point, 121 ,,, nxxx  , 

and let axx n  ,00 .In the Y  axis, range ],0[ b , insert 

the 1m  point, 121 ,,, myyy  , and let byy m  ,00 , 

so the search area is evenly divided into (see Figure 1): 
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     ,0: 101 axxxE nn           

    ,0: 101 byyyE mm        

    ,1,2,1,0,1  ninaxx ii           

               .1,2,1,0,1  mimbyy ii   

Then },,2,1,0,,,2,1,0|),{(11 mjniyxEE jimn     
is the rectangular point set(see Fig.1),the grid node value 

),( ji yx is mjnif ji ,2,1,0,,,2,1,0,,    (see Table 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Division of the monitoring area 

 

 
TABLE 1   CORRESPONDING OBSERVATION VALUES OF 

GRID NODES 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

IV. LINE SCAN ALGORITHM 

The main idea of LSA: Firstly, search the maximum 
value of the grid in vertical direction. Secondly, the 
maximum value is searched one by one in the horizontal 
direction, whcih are the horizontal direction through the 
vertical direction of the maximum value. Finally, it is 
determined whether the maximum value are nuclear sources, 
until all the nuclear sources are found (see algorithm 1 and 
figure 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of LSA 

 
When determining whether the maximum value are 

nuclear sources, Because the measurement value of any point 
in the radiation field is inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance from the source, the measurement value near a 
nuclear source is a drastic increase (or decrease), and the 
relatively little change faraway from the nuclear source. 
Therefore, the surface of radiation field should be sharp and 
steep function with the concave function. It is determined 
whether the maximum value of the measurement point is the 
nuclear source based on algorithm of the partial derivative 
threshold( See algorithm 2). 
 
Algorithm 1   Line Scan Algorithm 

Step 1  Search the maximum points ),,2,1,0(, nix
jpi    

             for each row of grid in the search area. jp is the  

             vertical of the measurement of the maximum value 
             of the i  column .      

 Step 2  Search for the maximum value sjx
jpi ,,2,1,,   

             of the measurement on the horizontal line of the 

             ),,,2,1,0(, nix
jpi  s is the vertical of the  
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              measurement  of the maximum value of the jp row. 

Step 3  by means of the threshold algorithm 2 of partial  
             derivative, one by one  to determine whether all the 
              maximum points are the unclear sources . 
Step 4   output all nuclear source points. 
 
 
Algorithm 2   the threshold algorithm of partial derivative   
Step 1  Input the control parameter of surface slope, t . 

Step 2  enter the length x of the fine grid and the points  

            piyx ii ,,12),,(   of  maximum value to be  

              judged, p  is the points number of maximum value. 

 Step 3  For the each points piyx ii ,,12),,(  of  

             maximum value, calculate      

             
x

yxfyxxf

x

yxf iiiiii







 ),(),(),(
  .  

Step 4  t
x

yxf
if ji 



 ),(
  then ),( ii yx is not a nuclear  

             source   else ),( ii yx is a nuclear source. 

      The LSA is implemented on the fine grid, so the 
complexity of the time and space are )( 2no , in order to 

improve the search speed, a hierarchical search algorithm is 
adopted.  

V. HIERARCHICAL LINE SCAN ALGORITHM 

     The main idea of the hierarchical line scan algorithm: 
Firstly,in the coarse grid of the search area, the maximum 
points are searched, and then judge all the maximum points. 
Secondly, select the four grids of the maximum value as the 
center, which has the characteristics of nuclear source.The 
four mesh selected is divided into finer mesh, in which 
search for the maximum point of the radiation measurement. 
Thirdly, select the four grids of the maxima point of second 
search as the center, in which search for the maximum point 
of the radiation measurement, and the cycle repeats itself 
until nuclear sources is found(see Algorithm 3). The diagram 
of the hierarchical search for single point source is illustrated 
in Figure 3. The diagram of the hierarchical search for 
multiple point sources is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 
Fig.3. Single point source  

 

 
Fig.4. Multiple point sources 

 
Algorithm 3   hierarchical linear scan algorithm  

Step 1  The region D is divided into ntmsD ts  0,0,  . 

Step 2  calls algorithm 1 to search the maxima point ),( ji  

             of  radiation measurement value in the region tsD  .  

 Step 3  search the maximum value ),( ji  as the center in  

              the finer mesh     
 Step 4   output all nuclear source points. 
 
    A few points are given for the classification of LSA: 
    (1)It is advantageous of hierarchical search for fast 
approaching the nuclear source. 
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    (2)The hierarchical line scan algorithm is also suitable for 
the search the  multiple sources. 

    (3)Set mtns kk  ,  then ,loglog mnk ts  the 

complexity of  K-classification search is )( tsk  , mts , . 

nts , . 

VI. EXPERIMENT OF HIERARCHICAL LSA FOR SINGLE POINT 

NUCLEAR SOURCE  

       Experiment of hierarchical search algorithm for single 
point radioactive source, the region D is divided into 

14001400 . Nuclear source is located in (699,699),  and the 
measurement value is 5.3*1011  units. 

       (1)First level search, each interval of 100 data lines to 

collect a data line, get the  coarse grid 14*14 . The 
maximum radiation dose is located at (700,700) on the 
coarse grid, and the measurement maximum value is 
5.12*1011  units . 
      (2)Second level search, the region D is composed of 
four grids with the maximum point searched as the center in 
the first level search, then the each mesh is divided into 

1010 fine mesh, search the maximum value in region D , 
the maximum value is still located at (700,700), and the 
maximum value is 5.12*1011  units. 
     (3)Third level search, the region D  is composed of four 
grids with the maximum point searched as the center in the 
second level search, and the each mesh is divided into 

1010 fine mesh, the maximum value is located at 
(699,699) , and the maximum value is 5.3*1011  units . 
       The experimental results show that the hierarchical 
search meets the requirements of search nuclear source. 
 

 
 

VII. SUMMARY 
 

Searching for the unknown source is realized by means 
of LSA. The storage space of LSA is less than the traditional 
search algorithm, and the running speed of the algorithm is 
faster than that of conventional search algorithm. The 
complexity of  LSA is )(no . 
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